
 

What is Subnautica? Subnautica is an open world, underwater exploration and adventure game currently in early access on Steam. The universe of Subnautica features an alien ocean planet with various deep sea biomes like kelp forests, winding trench systems, and expansive hydrothermal vents. You play as a castaway stranded on this planet with only a basic set of scuba equipment who must find a
way to survive either alone or with friends in multiplayer.

How to Get This Update? To get the update you need to have the latest version of Subnautica Early Access Installer. It can be found here: http://subnautica.unknownworlds.com/subnautica-update/ How to Install Update? To install the update you need to follow the steps below: Go to your Subnautica installation directory; For example C:\\Program Files (x86)\\Steam\\steamapps\\common\\Subnautica
Early Access Open Subnautica_Data folder. Copy "UnknownWorlds. Subnautica_Data" to your Subnautica directory. Confirm replacement. Launch the game and go to the main menu of a game. Click on a a place where you can see "UNKNOWN WORLD" or press Tab button on your keyboard to get to the main menu of a game. Click "PLAY" button and select "Unknown Worlds." After restart of
the game you will have all available updates installed! Did you encounter any errors during installation of update? If yes, write them down and contact with us so we can help. You can contact us via ModDB profile, Steam community or our official Subnautica forums account UnknownWorlds_Admin. What is new in this update: - Fixed a bug with 3D graphics card (Nvidia and AMD). You will now
see the correct water effects and shadows.

  What is new in this update: - Added support for Latest OpenGL command stream. This is required for better performance. Please update your graphics card drivers as well as your Subnautica install to get the best performance! You can find all supported video cards here: http://subnautica.steamforged.com/subnautica_v0_70_update/content/environments/water/water-overview.png . - Added new
biome. It will be unlocked after you complete the main story line of Subnautica. However, it is strongly recommended to continue the main plot line of the game so you'll get access to better equipment and more upgrades.- Added option in graphics menu for anti-aliasing. It automatically switches on if you have a fast graphics card and it's able to run Unreal Engine 4 with this feature on:
http://subnautica.unknownworlds.com/subnautica_v0_70_update/content/environments/water/water-overview.png . You can also turn off this option in graphics menu for slight performance increase.
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